RESTLESSLIVING
“... restlessly dedicated to contemporary living.”
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Santa Cruz, California, United States

y one of California’s best surf breaks, the Surf House is a home with a site
sensitive design taking cues f rom a sophisticated bohemian aesthetic.
When the clients approached the San Francisco-based architecture
f irm, Feldman Architecture, the studio lead by Jonathan Feldman embarked
on a design journey collaborating with Commune Design for the interior and
Ground Studio for a site sensitive landscape design.
“ The clients were well-versed on the nuances of the site and dreamt of a home
that f it naturally and sustainably into its beachy, eclectic locale”, Jonathan
Feldman begins. “Subject to a 100-year geologic setback requirement as well
as the California Coastal Commission, a site-sensitive solution that respected
both the coast and the community became a design focus.” Sited as a wind
break, the Surf House both embraces sun and ocean views. “ The rear yard and
deck capitalize on ocean views, while the entry and f ront courtyard, tucked
behind two separate structures – a customized surfboard storage unit and garage – sit where the sun shines most in the winter, acting as a warm, light-f illed
cloister all year round, protected f rom the coastal winds”, Jonathan specif ies.
As a focal point to the design, the Surf House features Monterey Cypress,
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a very robust and resilient regal wood, which not only f its to coastal California
climate but also weathers to a sophisticated gray when left unf inished. To help
with the Monterey Cypress, Evan Shively of Arborica was summoned, “a sawyer
that reclaims and re-purposes Native Californian timber, to provide the project
with locally sourced interior and exterior cladding”, as Jonathan points out.
Clad with reclaimed board and batten slats, the exterior responds nicely to the
interior. “Waste in the milling process and trunk use was minimized by holistically integrating every level of wood grade and their respective quantities into
the design”, Jonathan adds.
Composed of public spaces capitalizing on indoor/outdoor connection, the
transition f rom the intimate courtyard in the f ront towards the open beach
side patio in the back becomes incredibly seamless. “Large sweeping doors
open to connect the living space to the spacious back deck, which is f it with
an in-ground hot tub and outdoor kitchen perfect for entertaining visiting
family and f riends”, Jonathan explains. Once moving upstairs, public switch to
private, and “Monterey Cypress dissolves into plaster, diversifying the palette”.
With strategically placed windows, the Surf House opens to glimpses of the
mesmerizing surroundings as a reminder of the magical Californian site.
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